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Introduction

Introduction
Preface
The manual in your hand is the product of

the ErasmusPlus

Partnership project “Follow the story - applied storytelling
and encouraging strategy in adult education”.

Strategic

as a motivation

Three partner organisations

from Latvia, Poland and Slovakia worked together to investigate and introduce
storytelling as a motivational means in adult learning.
Storytelling has become

more and more popular in all kinds of educational

settings, but it mostly uses story per se, as a whole, as a ready-made
educational tool.
In this project we tried to go further: to research and analyse

what makes

storytelling so powerful and influential, to break it down into its constituent
parts, but also to see how we can reframe and shape stories

to convert them

into perfect a motivational and educational means.
The manual is addressed to rural educators and activists, local community
leaders, adult educators, storytellers, cultural activists, welfare workers and
non-profit organisations which might be interested in organising similar projects
and activities.
Having such a wide and diverse audience, we did our best to develop a manual in
which anyone can find something interesting for themselves but without the
need to read all of it. We tried to make the content compact and concrete and
want readers to be inspired, to develop their own understanding and to find
their own ways to make use of our approach and experience.
As the stories do…
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The manual is divided into 4 parts:

1. introduction - where we present important information which should be

a starting point for developing motivational strategies: What is
motivation? What motivates people to learn and what kind of problems
do adults from rural areas face in undertaking educational activities?

2. methodology - which includes a kind of extract from storytelling
specificity and its usefulness
education

for motivational strategies in adult

3. practice

- with detailed descriptions of examples of using
storytelling as a motivational means and some inspirations, ideas and
hints concerning this

4. resources – where you will find examples, information and links which
may be useful in your work with storytelling

There is also the supplement where we present our project description, the
tolls and teaching materials we had used and “the project story” which is an
example how to use storytelling for project dissemination and promotion
in a new . It is available on request at kontakt@fundacja-addenda.pl.

Enjoy the reading!
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The Magic of Storytelling
Once upon a time there was a carpenter. He was the wisest man in the
neighbourhood; of course, except his wife. When hard times came, the
carpenter and his grown-up son had to leave for the town to earn
their living. They set off early in the morning. When they reached the
nearest mountain range, Gobanshor said to his son, “Take me over the
mountain, I am an old man and it is too difficult for me.” The son was
surprised hearing this and tried to convince his father that he is not
strong enough to do it. The carpenter did not give in – take me over, I
am not going on. In such a way they had to turn back and go home.
Next day they set off once more and the same thing happened –
coming up to the mountain, Gobanshor insisted on being taken over
the mountain.
On

the

third

day

the

travellers

did

not

get

any

farther than the
mountain.

In

the

evening the son
decided to ask
his

Mum

to

give him some
advice. He

told

her

everything. Mum smiled and said, “Son, when you see that the
mountain is approaching you, start telling one of our nice stories
about fairies, heroes or knights. And keep going on without stopping.”
Although the son did not understand the advice, relying on his Mum`s
wisdom, he followed her advice – approaching the mountain, he
started telling a long and nice story. The end of the story was already
on the other side of the mountain ..... Carpenter Gobanshor looked back
and burst out laughing, “Look, I recognize your Mum`s wisdom! Bear
in mind, my son- a good story can take you over a mountain range,
seemingly not passable....”
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Motivation – what it is and how to stimulate it
Motivation is a key element of all human activities, it is what we need to get up
in the morning, perform various activities and carry out plans.
First of all, it is important to define what motivation is and how we can describe
it. Usually we tend to understand that motivation is a state of readiness, a
willingness to take an action. We would like to expand that view. Motivation is a
movement. The term comes from a Latin word “movere” what means “to move, to
put in motion”. When something stirs us, we are ready for action, for movement.
When thinking of motivation, we can have in mind a metaphor of a vector. Its
attachment point is in a person and its orientation goes towards the world. Our
vector will orient towards elements, motives, desires and needs that are
arousing and magnetizing for a particular person. Motivation is an internal
impulse that brings people to start and complete an action, allowing them to look
for resources to guarantee their success in whatever endeavour They pursue in
their lives. The bigger the impulse, the greater motivation.
Lack of motivation
is

stillness:

some

may say that it is a
kind of stagnation,
hibernation or even
death.
When trying to look
at motivation from
different
perspectives, it is
also good to realize
what sets us in motion and, furthermore, how to put somebody in motion. How to
wake up willingness and enthusiasm? What can be unlocked from stillness? And
finally, what causes immobility? It all starts with a person, with his or her
distinctive and personal features, attributes, experience, talents and limitations.
There are people keen to act and move, knowing their direction and being aware
of opportunities, and there is also a group frozen in motion. However, they can
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be helped to change this state.
It is also worth remembering that each of us, in different situations,
experiences both of these states: readiness and stillness. At the same time,
motivation itself is in a constant movement. It changes at the beginning, during,
at the end and also after the action is undertaken. Therefore there is a need to
hold and manage the motivation differently at each of the motion stages.
Various motivators are needed for specific moments of action. For example the
attractiveness of an activity can be vital at the beginning, when later on other
motives can become more important, such as the variety of activities we engage
in or the desire to finish what have started.
Eventually, we come to two very important questions: what is motivating people? And how
to motivate? Motivation can be a kind of intended or unintended positive
feedback loop (leading to a gathering pace, winding up, strengthening chain of
events) between the action and the result, The action is sometimes undertaken
by accident or even against one's will when someone performs it for social or
external reasons. The results are motivating when it turns out that the activity
has gone well, the participants enjoyed it and they want to continue. Their
motivation grows together with the awareness of the process: people want to
take an additional step, and eventually feel
active and keen to undertake more action.
The reasons for taking part in different
activities,
particularly

including

those

interesting

that

are

(here

–

educational), can be different and make a
long

list.

At

the

beginning

are

autobiographical and personal motives that
are related to a private history and inner
reality, and they concern a particular
individual. They possess great power as
being very personal and related only to ourselves. They might be what one likes
and dislikes, has or doesn’t have, knows or learns, wishes and hopes for and so .
Appealing to them when we want to encourage someone to take up an educational
activity or to keep their willingness to learn is particularly important.
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Other reasons are related to social identification and belonging. People like to
participate in various group activities, they feel comfortable and safe when
being with others. The group pressure can be both positive (when a person is
keen to do things together) or negative (when he or she feels pressure to
undertake activity to avoid marginalisation). Regardless of the circumstances,
the individual feels a sense of belonging to
a group, local society or nation.
After being involved in activities
that

are

noticed

rewarding
and

(somebody

appreciated

the

effort, they feel pleased with
their experience and themselves),
the self-esteem of an individual
develops. This is why it is so
important, especially in the case of
educational activities, to enable
the experience of success, the feeling that the students have done something
interesting, sometimes difficult, and their efforts and that even the smallest
achievements have been noticed and appreciated. It is important, however, not
to judge. This appreciation can also manifest itself in the dissemination of
information about activities undertaken by adult learners - showing their
involvement in local media, presenting their successes at the place of conducting
classes or on a website.
Activities are also related to social acceptability (they are there to participate
in a particular activity and the situation raises their prestige, their absence may
be seen as shameful or otherwise untoward). Utility is another and one of the
strongest reasons why people get involved in activities. People start doing
different things when they are cognitively and emotionally curious (they enter
another world, get to know something new and exciting), when they feel that a
given activity will develop them. It is good to learn new things, it helps with
individual well-being and comfort while, depending on the activity, at the same
time it can be profitable. Finding a new job and easier foreign travel when you
learn a foreign language are good examples..
Another important factor that can help with undertaking activities is availability
of materials and opportunities. We can easily imagine that it is more likely for
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someone to try painting when having an access to paints, brushes, canvas and
easels, or joining a choir when the meetings are in the community centre next
door. There is also another aspect usually forgotten or underestimated. People
may join clubs or lessons to avoid being in some uncomfortable or even
oppressive situations. Getting out of the house or away from professional or
family responsibilities may be an equally important reason to engage in additional
activities. In these cases, the motivation to act is also connected with the
possibility to get to know other people (meeting some learners from other places
or even different countries and sharing mutual experience), to see new places
and get new experience (visit museums, go to the cinema or theatre, to a
restaurant, on an excursion or a trip) and by taking part in something that
otherwise would be very difficult or even impossible (for example a chance to go
on a foreign training course).
While reflecting on motivation, we searched and analysed various factors,
elements and situations that motivate adults to engage in educational activities.
All project partners held talks and discussions with teachers concerning this
issue. Summing up the research we can say that, in the opinion of adult
educators, positive feedback from family, friends and society is very important
as well as praise, pointing out specific achievements (it is nice to be praised,
appreciated and noticed), having an opportunity to discover talents and value of
work. An experience that one's presence at a lesson or meeting matters to other
learners and educators makes a real difference.
Very powerful motivating tools in education are the elements of fun and humour,
and good atmosphere during organized activities. People respond to activities
much better when laughing and joking together. The result of actions and
efforts is also very significant when a person can see or touch an outcome
(therefore all diplomas, certificates, material
elements like a sculpture or a painting,
written stories etc. need to be treated very
seriously). People gather to enjoy time and
doing things together, they are keen to meet
others of the same or similar age and life
situation. They are usually better motivated
when the tasks given are individualised and
small. There is also a practical aspect: it is good to have the possibility of better
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employment, to have wider perspectives, to have a better and comfortable life.
In motivating people to take up and maintain educational activities, it is
important how the offer for
adult learners will be prepared
and implemented. People need
to be made comfortable with
their feelings, they must not be
judged by their efforts. It is
always important to make the
aim of the meeting clear, to be
exact about the details of an
activity undertaken (what, why,
how and when we are going to do
together what is planned) to decrease the level of anxiety that is
always a part of the process. Educators play a crucial role. They have to be
empathic, open and sensitive towards their learners. They need to focus on each
and every one individually, while leaving the privileged position of a leader behind
and becoming part of the group. It is also meaningful to show good examples of
people who used to have problems, while now, after attending some meetings or
courses, they have overcome them. At the same time we mustn’t forget that
creating an opportunity to contribute to someone’s knowledge, skills and
experience is crucial. People usually like becoming involved in doing something for
others, they enjoy becoming an example of good practice in the neighbouring
villages. They like to share.
Motivational strategies in non-vocational adult education should be based on
emotional and social factors. Rational ones take second or even lower priority, if
used at all.
Education and staying active has an incredible and indescribable value which
needs to be shown and remembered constantly. This is why it is so important to
look for different ways to motivate adults, especially low-qualified and from
rural areas, to engage in various educational activities. Participation in them is a
chance to develop not only your own knowledge and skills, but also creativity, a
sense of agency often adding great joy to the satisfaction of opening people to
new experiences, because who once tries with greater ease engages in future
activities!
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Problems with adult education in rural areas
At the beginning of the project we identified , straightened up, thought over
and updated our knowledge and shared our experience concerning the most
common problems of low-qualified adults from rural regions that they may face
when undertaking any kind of educational activities. That issue is very important,
therefore each of the Project partners wanted to reflect deeply on the subject
basing on its long term experience, and not only recall information as carefully as
possible but also prepare a written record of the thoughts and observations. It
was supplemented by interviews with educators, staff working with adult
learners and adult learners themselves (and their voice mattered the most).
After collecting all our thoughts on the matter from all the project partners we
came up with the following conclusions.
First of all we noticed incomprehension of terminology when talking about
informal adult education. The term “education” is usually associated with formal
school education for children and young people, therefore “informal/non-formal
adult education” is usually unknown, misunderstood or misinterpreted. It can
cause further obstacles
and difficulties for adult
learners

and

educators.

their

Sometimes

education as a teaching –
learning process is being
narrowed down in common
understanding

to

utilitarian

tool,

strategy

for

a

as

a

getting

qualifications for a new
job

or

gaining

and

developing new practical
skills.

It

all

leads

to

another issue that we can
observe,

that

is

a

common low awareness
that

education

is
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possible, necessary and vitally important for the whole life. People do not see
the difference between education, non – formal education (as various structured
learning situations) and informal education (as learning outside a structured
form that you get naturally during everyday activities). It is sad that they
usually can not appreciate and simply enjoy learning new things and also teaching
others, that we do each day of our lives.
One of the most important problems that we can see is a lack or low level of
self – esteem and external and internal motivation of adults to learn.

Our

experience shows that people don't clearly understand the importance of
education for their wellbeing and seeing themselves in a positive, beneficial
light. This attitude combined with not having enough motivation and support
(both internal – that is coming from an integrated mature nature, and external,
given by their social environment like family, friends, important figures for
example the Church) activates a very dangerous process of educational
castration.
Other very important reasons why people do not participate in educational
events may concern economic limits. Very often adult learners can simply not
afford participating in educational activities. Costs of fees and transport can
become objective financial limitations that sometimes make learning very
expensive or even impossible.
Most adult learners have to face shortage of local educational provision
addressed to adults, as happens in some regions of Latvia. There are significant
limits of educational activities on offer for adults in rural regions, while offers
for children and teenagers are gradually building up. In many rural areas there
are no institutions offering life-long learning activities on regular basis. The
local NGOs may be the only ones that provide life-long learning activities but not
regularly, depending on financial support they can obtain.
Another external difficulty may be the distance to administrative and
educational centres where the activities take place. In some regions (especially
in Latvia) people have to travel there many kilometres (sometimes even 15 – 20)
from their village. They also depend on public transport that can be a great
expense in their home budget and consumes time, or they have to rely on car
that is not available for everyone, and again is expensive to run.
Shortage of time is also a considerable factor for adult learners. People in rural
regions usually have to devote their time to professional work essential for
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financial

support

of

families and also they have
a

lot

devoted

of

obligations

not

only

to

everyday housework, but
also farm work. All of
that can be extremely
overwhelming. Therefore
there is no time left for
their

own

personal

development. Their local
friends and family are usually in a very similar situation, so an adult learner may
experience lack of social network supporting their educational ambition.
When thinking of our adult learners we also need to notice that childhood is a
critical moment for personal and social development. First of all we have to take
into consideration the early educational experience of our learners. When
traumatic (here we think of school neurosis, being a victim of aggression or
bullying) or unpleasant they can build mental obstacles to any kind of education,
both formal and informal. Secondly we need to see their possible social exclusion
as a consequence of their social exclusion in their childhood, their lack of
educational ambition as a result of a lack of such aspirations of their parents,
especially in disadvantageous areas , rural regions with high unemployment (that
process can be observed for example in Slovakia).Finally there is a clear
deficiency of qualified teachers and educators who are prepared and keen to
work with low educated people, also seniors (as for example in Poland). In
everyday work with adult learners ordinary teachers without professional
training struggle to overcame the difficulties they have to face.
At the

fast changing world,

with all of the economic, social and digital

challenges, life–long learning becomes a major and crucial necessity. The aging
society of Europe is under time pressure to provide their members with tools
required for efficient and rewarding life, and motivating for learning seems to
be on the top of the list. We think that a first step towards change is to
understand and empathize with problems of low – qualified adults from rural
regions that they have when undertaking an education.
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Methodology
Twelve important features of storytelling
storytelling is the oldest and most universal way of transferring knowledge
and wisdom – it is present in every religion, culture and social group.
storytelling is accessible to all, regardless of level of education, nationality,
age, gender and any other social factor. Everybody uses a kind of storytelling
every day.
storytelling is an integration factor, the “glue”, which helps to keep social
groups together. Sharing stories is the oldest and the most universal way of
human consolidation: from families, through nations, to continents.
storytelling is an oral art in which words and sentences become unique events,
something which is happening here and now. The reality of the story is not
presented but created.
in storytelling, concepts of “truth”, and coherence move from the consistence
of facts to the consistence of feelings. Everything that is not important for
the present is omitted and rejected regardless of accuracy and logic.
storytelling provides patterns, templates and models for ordering and
understanding life experience. It helps in finding the meaning of what
happens. It explains reasons and shows results, gives the answers to the
question “why?”
storytelling gives the opportunity to learn through vicarious experience. One
can safely “test” new situations and prepare for them by identifying with
narratives of personal experience.
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storytelling is interactive – it creates an intimate relationship between the
speaker and the listener. It requires the active participation of both sides.
The story is not told and listened to but shared and experienced.
storytelling engages the body and various forms of non-verbal communication.
It uses both brain hemispheres and stimulates primal parts of the brain –
making the message more arousing
storytelling evokes pictures in the listeners’ minds, it does not “describe”,
it

“shows” -

listeners have to develop their own

(thus better, more

convincing ) understanding.
storytelling supports and enhance memory because it uses the same means
and

methods

as

mnemonics:

repetition,

exaggeration,

visualisation,

emotionality, , redundancy (excess), rhythm, and also stereotypes, clichés
and phrases which are commonly used and understood.
storytelling provides the opportunity to

perceive and find individual,

intimate elements in common experience. It shows that we all share the same
“drama of life”.
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What makes storytelling a perfect means for
motivational strategies in adult education
Storytelling is a tool that can be used in adult education to arouse, stimulate and
maintain learners’ motivation. Thanks to its unique qualities and the influence it
exerts on the listener, storytelling is able to provide “the impulse” that drives
and pushes us into action.
Any action, any message which strongly arouses its addressees, should include
four basic elements:
I.

something well-known,

II. something new,
III. powerful emotional impact,
IV. some space for the person we want to influence who should have

the chance to contribute.
An effective motivational strategy should include these elements too and all of
them are always present in good storytelling.
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When, in previous chapters, we were analysing what motivates adults to learn,
we discovered that almost all motivational factors can be found by in good
storytelling:

storytelling attracts people and arouses curiosity – it is something that is
both familiar and close (thus safe and friendly) and new (thus interesting)
storytelling makes people talk, encourages them to take action and
makes them more confident – they feel like they are on safe
ground
storytelling is based on close relations between people, thus it is perceived as
more true and convincing
storytelling allows people to discover personal links and
references to the story, to find themselves in it
storytelling allows people to try out (emotionally and mentally) new situations
in a safe way
storytelling has a calming and relaxing effect; it helps reduce
stress and allows people to forget about their problems
storytelling provides an opportunity for using humour, for producing amusing
and funny situations, just laugh
storytelling supports memory and thus improves learning effects
and, as a result, enhances motivation to learn
storytelling, its components and methodology can be used in various
elements and stages of motivating strategies
storytelling supports and enhances group integration
storytelling is accessible and understandable to all
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How to use storytelling in adult education
Storytelling, as the oldest and most universal way of transferring knowledge and
wisdom, makes a very universal and creative tool for teaching and learning.

It

can be used at any point and at any stage of the entire educational process. It
can be used for achieving

various educational goals

in diverse groups of

learners. It is a perfect tool for developing motivational strategies.
Storytelling is particularly effective as ice-breakers and warming-up activities,
for getting to know each other in the new group and for group integration. Any
subject that is taught

can be supported by stories – as a direct means of

transferring new information but also as a tool for structuring and
understanding material.
It is also a powerful tool for supporting memory. By using stories we can
increase learners’ concentration, interest and engagement in learning, and also
their self-esteem and self-confidence.
We can use stories as such, but we also can use their fragments, specific
elements and methods and tricks.
We can take advantage of familiar, ready stories, in particular traditional ones,
we can produce our own stories including

autobiographical, but we can also

reframe and adapt this stories or their fragments to our needs.
A very good idea is to take advantage of well known, popular traditional stories,
fairy tales and legends.
Shaped over many decades of years, they bear common values, and important
messages, well understood behind the words. We can use their characters,
situations and objects to illustrate and explain issues. But we can also replace
some characters and situations from the story by real ones making the message
not only more appealing and funny but also more effective in learning. We can
use metaphors and anecdotes which, in themselves, are also a kind of story.
Stories can be told by educators but also by learners. They can be listened to
from external sources. They can be created together, repeated, supplemented,
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passed around, changed but also acted, painted, sung and danced. We can play
with them.
We can evoke story development by using pictures, photos, objects, people,
small situations or events, memories but also feelings and moods. This not only
helps to learn but also supports memory, imagination and cognitive function. It
fosters sharing which is a key element in non-vocational adult education.
Storytelling is accessible and acceptable to all. Stories help to build bridges
between people of different educational level, nationality, age, gender and any
other social factor. If we work with diversified group of learners stories help
to communicate, to learn about differences and find a common platform for
them. Storytelling

is a complementary language, other than the more abstract

one which is usually used in educational programs.
The committed and creative teacher is able to perform miracles with stories.
In the following

chapters you will find some practical examples, ideas and

inspirations how to do it.
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Practice
Inspirations
In this chapter we present diverse suggestions and ideas on how to use elements
of storytelling to increase motivation and enhance the effectiveness and
attractiveness of teaching and learning in adult education.
You will find here some ideas and examples of activities and exercises that can
be used in different contexts. They are meant as inspiration to help you develop
your own ideas and activities.
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To

increase

learners’

motivation

and

the

attractiveness and effectiveness of learning, we
can use not only stories as such, but also specific
storytelling elements, methods and tricks. Below we
present a few short examples just to inspire you.
Emotional background
Emotional background is very important in stories – the mood which appears in
particular parts of the story. We can use this element to develop some creative
exercises:
describe a place which evokes feelings of mystery, grief, sorrow, happiness,
joy, fear… etc. Learners can also paint it or match a picture to a certain
mood.
from a pile of photos of only people and faces, chose ones which fit certain
moods and feelings
chose an object which matches a certain mood, e.g. a pink balloon for joy
Using classic storytelling elements
When using stories for learning, we can increase its effectiveness by using and
accentuating classic elements:

direct, intimate relation between storyteller and listener
clichés and phrases which are commonly used and understood
repetition,
simplifications (omitting everything that is not directly related to the main
message)
exaggeration
excess (e.g. more adjectives)
rhythm and music
engaging body, movement and senses
The above elements can also be used in other contexts, such as short
messages and statements, to increase their effectiveness.
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Building individual understanding

Stories should evoke the listener’s individual emotions and individual
understanding, instead of providing ready-made ones. Rather than describing
it, a story should show what is happening. One method of doing so is avoiding
words which make the structure and logical order, such as “then”, “after”,
“because” etc.; instead, they should be replaced with “and”, and more
adjectives, metaphors and short sentences.
For example:
instead of: “…because the girl was very scared, she ran very quickly, which
caused her to trip and fall over. Then she started to cry because she hit her
knee...”
you can say: “….the terrified girl ran like a hurricane. And she tripped and
fell. She hit her knee and she cried…”
Finding patterns
Stories provide patterns for ordering
and understanding life experience.
They help to find the meaning of
what

happens.

feature

for

We
many

can

use

purposes

this
by

developing exercises like this:
the teacher tells a story and asks learners to find a situation from real
life, movies, literature, other stories etc. which is similar to the one
presented in the story,
the teacher tells an emotional story and asks learners to find situations
which are not quite similar but evoke similar emotions,
short stories and statements representing “life wisdom” (e.g. “to achieve
your goal you have to be patient”) are prepared; learners match a story
to a statement
the teacher tells a story and asks learners to ask (write) questions
starting with the word “why” which are answered by the story (e.g. a
story about Cinderella – question: “why did the step-mother not like
Cinderella?”)
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Each of these (or similar) exercises should be followed by a discussion that is
directed according to the teacher’s goals.
Any of the storytelling features we have presented in previous chapters or
that you discover yourself can be a source of this kind of exercise.

from Latvia
Learners` stories based on historical pictures of people applied in groups
when making up a family tree or discussing the history of the area.
Stories based on the material about different religions with an aim to
foster the integrational processes of the society.
Stories based on the experience of living in a border area, applied during
the inhabitants` meetings on spatial planning, development of the area.

from Slovakia:
Motivating volunteers by personal stories from a master craftsmen.
Adding stories (written or told) to the to the items exhibited during folkart and craft festivals.
Using storytelling conversations and storytelling interviews with visitors
at folk-art and craft festivals to engage their interest in the event and to
learn about their opinions and suggestions
Organising workshops where the leader shows folk-craft objects
(especially less known ones) and asking participants to invent stories
related to the object.

From Poland
Storytelling contest
A storytelling contest may be organised at the local rural events as the main or
additional element, or as the final element of the training.
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Stories should be local (you can define what this means; for instance, it might
mean not published elsewhere) and you can group them into a few categories:
1.

a bed-time story you once listened to or were told;

2.

a family story (it could be something that has really happened);

3.

a folk or historical story;

4. an invented story, but using local well-known elements: place, situation,

object, person.
Imagine that you are ….
The teacher prepares small pieces of paper with descriptions starting with
“Imagine that you …” and ending with a phrase which suits the teacher’s goals; it
may be a person/profession (“Imagine that you are... an old woman ... a painter
etc.”) a situation/circumstance (“Imagine that you are on a beach, in a chocolate
factory ... etc.”), a task (“Imagine that you …plan to move to another city,
...propose to a beautiful girl, etc.”)
The learner’s task is to develop a short story based on the sentence they
got/chose.
Passing the story around
The teacher prepares a short story (or a few stories if working in small groups)
written on a piece of paper. The story is told by one learner to the next one, and
so on. The last version of the story is compared with the first (written one). It
could be done in small groups, changing pairs etc.
What has happened …
The learners produce short stories as an answer to the question “What
happened when…” . The teacher proposes the end of the question which suits
his/her goals; for example, “What happened when you were in a big city for the
first time?”, “What happened last week when you prepared your meal”, “What
happened when something made you happy/unhappy at school?”.
We can also connect this question with a picture
(showing people, animals, situation, object etc.);
e.g. “What has happened in your life that has any
relation to this picture?”
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Below are suggestions for small workshop tasks that can be used at international
meetings both as icebreakers and as an inspiration to be used in adult education.
Each task can be ended with a discussion on what one can learn from it, where
(in which classes) and how it can be used in adult education, as well as how the
given task can be varied or changed.
Creating a group story
The participants are divided into groups. The teacher gives the groups
information on which elements to include in the story. Each group takes turns to
invent a part of the story, writes it down and passes the sheet of paper to the
next group, adding the elements suggested by the teacher, for example:
time in which the story takes place, e.g. a long time ago, last week
place of action, e.g. far, far away, in Kraków
main character, e.g. a leprechaun, cat or a specific person
activity, e.g. he went for a walk, she learned to make a clay pot
another character, e.g. he met a wolf, he saw a beautiful girl
object, e.g. which carried away his hat, she handed a bouquet of flowers
mood, feeling, e.g. he was happy because..., he felt fear
punchline – lesson to be learned from the story

It is advisable to prepare instructions in the project language and the national
languages of the participants.
A particularly attractive variant of this task is the introduction to the story of
known (e.g. present) people, situations and places that can be additionally
presented in a fairy-tale context, or the use of elements of well-known stories,
both national and universal.
Summary: creating a story together integrates the group, is a lot of fun,
teaches creativity and abstract thinking. One can show which elements of
storytelling are used in it. It shows that everyone can create stories and use
them for educational purposes.
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Creating association chains
The participants are divided into groups. The teacher prepares a list of
unrelated words, each written in the project language and in the national
languages of the participants.
In groups, participants invent 1 or 2 stories from them and tell the stories.
After hearing all the stories, each participant writes on a sheet of paper, in the
project language and in their own language, words they remembered.
Summary: creating a story together integrates the group, is a lot of fun,
teaches creativity and abstract thinking. Creating a story from words is a
mnemonic technique; it makes it easier to remember a given material. It is also a
good exercise for cognitive functions – it develops cognitive networks.
An object related to me
Each

participant

of

the

meeting

brings with them a small object
connected with them and meaningful
for them. At the beginning of the
meeting, everyone puts their item in a
bag (so that others cannot see what
they brought). At the workshop, the
items are spread out and each person
either:
- chooses one, or
- receives one (so that all items are chosen by someone).
After a moment of reflection (one can also write a story) everyone tells the
story of the chosen/received item: what history is behind it, why it could be
important for its owner, for what reason they chose it, what it says about its
owner, or they can guess who it belongs to. Then the person who brought the
item tells their story about it, in particular, why they brought such an object.
Summary: showing how different stories arise from different perspectives,
what emotions the objects arouse and what associations they evoke in us.
Getting to know the meeting participants and their integration.
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An object from my country
Each participant brings a small object/photo of an object characteristic of their
country to the meeting. It is best if it is not obvious what this object is for.
Before classes, the objects are put in the bag so that individuals can not see
who brought them. Everyone writes on the sheet of paper how the object is
called in their national language and separately in the project language. Cards
with names are passed to the teacher.
I.

The teacher distributes the objects and cards with their names.

II. Everyone tries to assign a name to the given object.
III. Each participant either chooses or receives one object (so that all are

selected) and creates a story of what it is and what it is for.
IV. After telling the story of the object, the person who brought it presents

its genuine use.
To make the task more attractive (especially when items are easy to recognize),
one can show a part of the photo or, for example, hide the object in a bag and
let others only touch it to guess what it is and what it is used for.
Part of the task may also be remembering the local names of these items and
then checking if participants managed to remember and link the name to the
object.
Summary: attributing meaning allows
us to remember the information
better; when we know what kind
of object it is, we use cognitive
schemas – we easily recall the
information we need. Creating
associations for the image can
help identify and remember it
(e.g. if someone adds some
association linking a photo with
themselves, later it is easier to
remember their name by looking at the
photo).
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A photo from my childhood
Each participant brings some photo from their
childhood. The photos are collected, mixed
and spread out. Everyone has a prepared
story about themselves and their photo and
tells it without showing which photo is theirs.
Participants guess which photo is discussed.
Summary: stories told straight away evoke
visual associations, one tries to imagine what
someone is telling them. This task facilitates
group integration and getting to know each
other.

Storytelling and its elements can be used in various types of activities as a way
to motivate adult learners to take up educational challenges by improving their
cognitive functions and arousing curiosity/interest in the presented content. By
noticing that through stories we memorize faster and remember longer what we
want to acquire, we will be more willing to engage in a given type of activity.
By using a story or making a story together, we help adult students to better
memorize the presented content. The combination of storytelling and work with
the image material further strengthens this effect. In this way, we take
advantage of different principles of the functioning of our memory:
we remember more permanently and precisely a coherent whole than
unrelated elements,
we remember faster and more permanently the content that we can see
(when it is presented graphically) or imagine, and not just hear,
we can easier recall the given information/content when some element or
hint (e.g. the image) is given to us to recall this information/content from
memory,
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we remember more permanently information that relates to ourselves and
this to which we will devote some time to work on it, over which we will
think, which we will repeat, and develop.

Below you will find four activity proposals, which can be used as a key part of
activating classes for adults and such a version has been described in detail. In
addition, these activities can be introduced into various classes as icebreaking or
an additional element diversifying the course of classes as well as helping to
acquire competences related to the subject of the class. For example, the
proposed activities can be used to teach foreign-language concepts or specialist
terms related to the subject being taught, to develop communication skills in a
foreign language, and to help in remembering the content of the lecture, e.g.
about the history of art.

Memorizing a story through an image
Materials needed: a story to tell, pictures referring to the content of the
story.
Preparation: The teacher prepares a story that they want to present in class,
whose elements or the whole are to be remembered by the participants (which
are important due to the content of the classes). The teacher prepares a series
of pictures relating more or less directly to the story. In the case of a larger
number of students in the class, pictures can be prepared in several copies.
The course of the task: The teacher tells the story they have prepared. On
the table, they spread pictures referring to different parts of the story.
Participants (individually or in small groups) choose 5 elements that they think
are most related to the story. Then, after the discussion, they have to choose
three key pictures out of five pictures. They justify their choice in front of the
whole group.
There is also the possibility of returning to the task after some time. After the
break (even a few days or longer), the teacher shows the students the pictures
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chosen by them and asks them to recall the story, what it was about, as detailed
as possible.
Stories created from words/images
Materials needed: Sheet of paper with written words or carton sheets with
pictures or objects, blank sheets of paper, pens.
Preparation: The teacher prepares a list of approximately 10-15 unrelated words
– they print them on a piece of paper. Instead of words, they can prepare a set
of pictures or objects that will be used to create a story.
The course of the task: In groups, the participants create colorful stories
from the given words/names of the objects shown in the drawings/objects. They
tell the stories. After the next part of the meeting, every participant receives a
sheet of paper and writes the words they have remembered from the story –
the words can be written in the native language).
The pictures/objects can also be used in
such a way that every class participant
chooses one picture/object that reminds
them of a story or evokes it – and they tell
this story.
Objects evoking stories
Materials needed: a bag for objects or material.
Preparation: The teacher asks the students to bring to the class a small object
related to them, or important for them.
The course of the task: At the beginning of the class, everyone puts their
objects in a common bag (in such a way as not to show others what they have
brought). During the workshops, the objects are spread out and every student
either:
- chooses one or
- receives one (so that all objects are chosen by someone).
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After a moment of reflection (the story can also be written down then),
everyone tells the story of the object, why it could be important for its owner,
why they chose it, or what it says about its owner. Students can also guess who
it belongs to. Then the owner tells their story about the object they have
brought – why they chose such an object.
Inventing story endings
Materials needed: sheets of paper with the beginnings of stories, which
participants will have to complete, or optionally blank sheets of paper and pens.
Preparation: the leader prepares several beginnings of stories, descriptions of
(some funny) situations that require a convincing lie, for example:
"... you called your office in the morning and told the boss that you were sick and
you would not be able to come, but a few hours later your boss meets you in a
cafe with a beautiful woman/handsome man. Think of an excuse"
"... your husband asked you to buy a new mallet and he gave you money for it, but
you noticed the blouse of your dreams on the way to the store and it was the
last piece in the store, you could not resist it and bought it – what do you tell
your husband (who does not understand women's desires)?"
"... you noticed that your neighbour (who is not your close friend), while leaving
the house, had forgotten to close the front door. You are very curious about his
new kitchen and go in. The neighbour comes back unexpectedly and finds you in
his kitchen. Think of an excuse"
The description of the situation should contain local, well-known elements: place,
situation, object, people.
The course of the task: Participants in groups of 2-4 people receive
descriptions of the situations and have to come up with their endings (convincing
excuses). After a few minutes the groups present their stories and all students
decide together which ending (excuse) is the best.
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Pilot Activities
During the course of the project, all the partners developed various ideas about
how to use storytelling for increasing motivation for learning.
We chose some of them to be implemented and tested in our pilot activities.
Guidelines were prepared on how to organise and
analyse the activities. The educators and group
leaders were briefed on the elements they should be
more concerned about. After each activity, a careful
analysis was performed to arrive at some useful
conclusions.
All the organised pilot activities were typical for
each partner specificity. They were

in accordance

with partner organisations main stream work and
addressed to their target groups.

The new

factor was storytelling using and more careful
evaluation and analysis.
The pilot activities we have run were very
diversified

in

methodology,

all

aspects:

participants,

form,
goals,

duration,
expected

results and – what is the most important – the
ways of storytelling usage. We wanted to
provide

a rich palette of practical examples, ideas and

inspirations, together with some hints and tips on how to use them best.
To make the outcomes even more fruitful we allowed of different, chosen by each
partner individually, ways of activity descriptions.
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Form, time, place:
An art workshop consisted of six meetings plus one additional (at participants’
request) including theoretical and practical elements, organised in May and June in
a small village Korzkiew, 25 km from Krakow.
Target group, goals:
The workshop was addressed to adults aged 40plus, living in the village Korzkiew
and in the neighbourhood, who don’t possess any knowledge nor special talents in
art.
The workshop goals were as follows:
to offer an interesting educational activity for villagers,
to activate villagers educationally
to try out recruitment and motivating methods based on storytelling
to show local historic church as an historical and cultural monument in wider
art and historical context
to provide the participants with basic artistic

skills and techniques

of

drawing, painting and illuminating,
to develop participants’ critical thinking and perceiving using artistic means
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Advertising and recruitment:
As it was the first educational offer for older adults in this village, we had to
perform careful, long and diverse promotional and advertising activities, using a
variety of different means. We used private contacts, help and support of
important local people (the parish priest and his housekeeper, the local shop
assistants) and a social group (local association),
leaflets, personal talks and encouragement

sophisticated posters and

performed in the village gathering

places. The villagers were offered information meetings in well-known and
trustworthy places and an information telephone number. The published
information about the workshop showed the activity in a very attractive, appealing
“storytelling” way. It was mentioned that the workshop was free of charge, and
that the organisers would provide all materials and tools free. The proposed time
of planed

workshop meetings was adjusted to village life and was flexible. To

attract participants we used local a historical church as an object (and pretext) of
learning.
In spite of all this efforts, recruiting 7 people took us about six weeks. It turned
out that the most effective recruitment method was face-to-face conversations
(with handing out attractive leaflets), preceded by the priest’s supportive
announcement during the mass. Though the villagers saw, read and discussed
posters – no active reaction was perceived.
Methodology and performance:
The workshop consisted of 6 meetings – one introductory, one summing up, and four
devoted to four topics: introduction to old architectural styles, sacral
architecture, sacral painting and illuminating letters and ornaments – everything in
reference to the local church. During each meeting we used storytelling
techniques. In the introductory meeting as an icebreaker and encouragement –
there was kind of “surprising” story in which we had weaved local and current
elements alluding to the starting workshop. Subsequent meetings began with a
story (invented by the trainers), which made an introduction to the current topic
and invited participants to impersonate historical craftsmen, painters, illuminators,
and which converted trainers into historical masters and leaders. Then there was
a theoretical part supported by a presentation and then practical exercises in
drawing, painting, renovating old pictures and illuminating manuscripts. During the
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practical part there was one trainer at three participants’ disposal – so it was
almost individual work and support. The trainers gave not only professional,
practical knowledge and coaching but also perceived, underlined and showed off
any, even very small, participant progress and success.
During the last, summing up meeting we organised an exhibition of participants’ art
works.

The trainers discussed every piece and underlined its merits. Then we

ceremonially handed out tasteful and colourful certificates and then encouraged
the participants to share their own stories about their life experiences more-orless related to the workshop topics. We invited the local priest (who was a natural
storyteller and a very friendly, helpful man) to this meeting. It not only raised the
meeting’s status but helped to convert the event into bright, cheerful social and
storytelling gathering. During this meeting one of the workshop participants told
us about his very interesting job (illuminating churches) and was immediately asked
by all to have a presentation for the local community about this in the autumn.
Running the workshop the trainers tried to be as open and flexible as possible and
follow the changing situation, participants wishes and moods, even at the expense
of curriculum alteration. It brought (among other good effects) an extra meeting
which – according to the participants’ wishes – was devoted to improving painting
skills only.
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During each workshop meeting, the participants were offered drinks and homemade sweets prepared by organisers and later also by the participants themselves.
It contributed to the nice, “homely” atmosphere.
We knew from unofficial sources that the local sacristan is a great fan of the
church (as an historical and cultural monument) and knew a lot about it, so we
invited him to take part in the workshop – but he refused. But in the middle of the
course, the sacristan, unexpectedly and spontaneously offered the workshop
participants a guided tour to the church spaces which are not available for the
public, including the very interesting church tower. He also showed us his private
collection of various items linked to the church and told us their stories.

The example of used story
It is the year of our Lord 1623. The Good Lord willed it that the Hussite
berserkers should not storm our blessed land, but pillage across the Odra. The
Turks are restless as well. Eternal punishment and damnation await them, but
we must remain vigilant. This is why our kind benefactor, Aleksander
Ługowski, gave us a stone church for our eternal ready defence, and the
believers in God should be grateful unto him, and to you especially, should you
be ready to labour and serve in such a praiseworthy deed.
You are gathered here for your art is known far and wide. I, in turn, have
come at the calling of Bishop Marcin Szyszkowski himself, of the Ostoja Crest,
who hast commanded me to ensure that all be rendered in harmony with the
latest art of the holy city of Rome. It be only a day’s journey to Wawel, and it
does not befit a travelling merchant to see variance in the new houses of God.
The wealthy and peace-loving south, the domicile of our Pope, has been seduced
by its veneer of safety and has left too much to Providence. Whilst we, on
guard for Christianity, cannot permit ourselves to be open. The infidels, who
respect no sanctity, treat the church as any other building, and it must remain
in its defensive shape. Yet the interior shall be modern, and it shall praise God.
In seeking to acquaint thee, simple craftsmen, with the latest art, I shall borrow
assistance.

Presentation and explanations of typical and instructive examples
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The sculpture, and thus the moulding and other decorative parts in our time,
were, in the Middle Ages, intrinsic parts of the architecture. Thus the
sculptures you shall see will, in the main, be admired as decor for portals or
entries, ornament of columns, pillars, and other architectural structures.
What do they depict? They are closely tied to religion, Biblia pauperum, plant
motifs. For the carpenters, I must not fail to mention the sculptures that are
not made of stone. Ofttimes the doors are richly wrought in metal, or more
seldom, wood, as are the ceremonial pieces, such as the monstrances etc…
While the decor on Romanesque sculpture resembles bas relief, the Gothic begins
to tear free from the wall. First comes something both revolutionary and
identical to the sculpture of the previous epoch – figures that serve as columns,
something like the ancient erechtheion. The comparison ought not to surprise
us, for we people tend to forget many things, only to discover them later on.
Another example is the Bamberg Horseman – the first mounted statue in
Western European art… from the 6th century.
What separates the Gothic from the Romanesque is the spire. This occurs not
only in buildings, but also in decor and in details. The sharp arches not only
generate tension, they add space and height. The same goes for the columns and
pillars. The Romanesque, garnished with ornament, will always seem lower
than the Gothic, which achieved vertical divisions through the use of the
dosseret.
The more we move with the spirit of the times, the more realistic the depictions
seem. He who believes in the Lord and has a shred of decency ought to visit the
Maestro Wit’s crucifix in St. Mary’s Church in Krakow.
Man achieved realism and ornament of increasing splendour, and, in the guise
of the Renaissance art, took us far from God. Humanism and the Reformation
are synonyms of evil, yet one ought not to condemn any of the hallowed fathers
for sponsoring the arts, and so nor shall we. All this then flows smoothly into
the world of Mannerism and the Renaissance. What will come of it all, our
grandchildren will surely find out, and we only pray that they should not fall
out of favour as a result. Yet what pleases the eye pleases God, so I shall
acquaint thee with the latest deeds of the most splendid maestros.
They rediscovered engaged columns, pilasters (Doric and Ionic), ancient
cornices, triangular or Bossage abutments. Once again, we are able to
capitalize

on

solutions

known

to

ancient

man.

Though

sometimes

thoughtlessly copy something we fail to understand, such as entasis.
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Before we proceed to the task assigned to you by the good Aleksander, you will
learn of another discovery by the great Leonardo. A man who was fascinated
by technical science and art and tried to create a model for the structure of the
world, which, as we know, only the Creator can fathom and create.

Introduction to solid s drawing
Your task shall be to create a baptismal font to equal the Roman workshops. To
this end, we shall use Dębnica limestone, otherwise known as black marble.
Adhering to the art of proportion it shall be drawn on two cubes.

Starting the practical part
This tale has all been told for a single purpose. Perhaps, one fine day in 1623, a
similar conversation was held, perhaps not, but I should like for you to gaze
upon every element of a church fully aware that behind every piece is a man.
Much as in this photograph, labourers once took their rest here as well.
Behind every piece stands a person. Behind your drawing also stand a person –
yourselves. Drawing, painting, sculpture etc. are works of man, all these things
can be learned. What you do today could be the beginning of something greater.
Art is a craft, and it can be learned.
Much as a stonemason knows that details may only be carved on a more
thickly cut form, here too you have examples of ancient ornament which you
might use.

Conclusions and observations:
Elements of storytelling proved to be very efficient

during the recruitment

process. We used them in leaflets (announcing using stories in the workshop) and
in conversations with potential participants which provoked and encouraged the
exchange of mini-stories.
Also the introductory story, and especially the idea of including in it local wellknown elements and people, turned out to be a very effective ice-breaker and
preparatory element. It reduced the tension caused by a new situation and helped
the group to feel at home. Recognizing known elements/people in a strange story
(which was also funny in its own right) made participants feel more self-assured
and ready to undertake the next challenge.
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The previously mentioned openness
and flexibility of trainers, created a
kind of constant dialogue between
them

and the learners, which, -

being

an

element

storytelling-

of

contributed

good
to

the

success of the workshop and has
been

noticed and appreciated by

the participants.
The workshop – by its nature a
pilot, testing

activity -

was too

short to take full advantage of
introducing stories as a means of
increasing the attractiveness of art
classes. During one session we tried
squeeze

together

a

story,

to

a

theoretical (and historical) part and practical (and art-creating) part. It bought
too many stimuli in a short time. The stories demand emotional digestion and
savouring

which needs time

and peace. Besides, effective using storytelling

elements in educational activities for adults, requires proper preparation by the
trainer. They must be able to rouse the learners and take them with them.
But the general idea was good and proved to be worth developing.
The biggest success of this workshop was its activating effect. We could observe
it on a few levels: the participants became encouraged to learn more - continuation
of the workshop has already been set, we start again after the summer holidays,
the local community members have noticed the value of their, innate, personal
knowledge/skills/hobbies and are ready to share it, the local community has
perceived

an educational event as interesting and worth supporting, the local

priest was happy to offer the very well-equipped parish premises for common use
and benefit (they stay mostly empty), and by this confirm the value of adult
education. In general the workshop has brought an opportunity to share (which
again is a crucial element of good storytelling) - knowledge, passions, emotions but
also resources and treats. We believe that sharing is one of the best introductions
and motivations for learning.
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Form, time, place:
3-day field work in a village 170 km from Krakow, performed at the end
of June 2018
Target group, goals:
The field work engaged the local community and local “natural” storytellers.
The activity goals were as follows:
to ascertain how storytelling functions in a local, rural environment,
especially for education and motivating purposes
to determine who contemporary village storytellers are, who their
audience is and whether they have followers
to find out whether storytelling is still used for folk education, for
preserving tradition and history, and for resolving social problems,
to show local community the importance of storytelling,
to increase the social status of storytellers.
In addition, we hope that our activity might prove to be a kind of “pre-motivation”
strategy to make people start thinking about learning.
Choosing the place and finding the storytellers:
For our action we needed a village with significant (in our case complicated and
painful) history over the last few decades, hoping that this might be a source of
good stories.
To find storytellers in the village, we used personal contacts and also “ situational
opportunities” like booking accommodation, going for lunch, buying something in the
local shop, etc. The majority of information was obtained from our personal
contact but the small talk, chatting and question asking we did on other occasions
enabled us to develop and enrich our knowledge of the local situation.
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Methodology and performance:
To achieve our goals we had to send educators who, on the one hand, were able to
earn the trust of locals, and on the other, who were “impressive”. Our 2-person
team consisted of a journalist and a translator and writer (from Canada, of Polish
nationality but obviously a “foreigner”), both with excellent social skills. First we
tried to find “natural” village storytellers, neither professional nor official, nor
recognised in any way, just people who tell the best stories in the village. The next
step was to “interview” them, and in this way, to encourage them to tell their
stories which we recorded together with everything that was said. The final task
was to analyse and discuss with the project team members the collected material
together with the observations made by educators.
During 3 days of the field work the educators found two people who might be
considered “natural” local storytellers (one of them runs a kind of private museum)
and another two, who – partly because of their occupation – from time to time
become ones. Having their (in some cases very eager) permission we recorded their
stories and took photos, especially of items illustrating stories.
Taking advantage of our personal contacts, the educators were first introduced (as
people involved in an ethno-anthropological project, collecting and recording rural
stories) to a woman (Anna), who was an unofficial local “guide”, a point of first
contact for the visitors.
She showed them around
and told them about the
village and its history. She
was the first person to be
interviewed. Anna wanted
to use her stories to give
insight

into

the

local

mentality, which she felt
isolated

from.

Through

her, the educators met
the first “natural” local
storyteller, Stanisław. He
used to be employed at
the library, where he had
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opportunities for “spontaneous storytelling”, but he was also a tour guide and,
during this activity, he could do “planned storytelling”. Now, in his forced
retirement, he has no one to listen to his stories. He was “hungry” to talk, so
sometimes this created a sense of him speaking less to the listeners than to
“posterity”. He eagerly showed photos and other objects which illustrated his
stories.
Stanisław obviously believed his stories were extremely precious, but his local
community have ceased to confirm this.
The second “natural” local storyteller, Mirosław, was an owner of a self-made
museum which was the base for his stories. He was a little bitter and disappointed
as it appeared no one, locally, wanted his stories. He had attempted to give his
museum to the town, but they were unwilling to take it, even for free.
The fourth person who was interviewed was the owner of a local hotel, regarded by
locals as an outsider. His stories were concentrated around rather negative
aspects of local reality, such as the suspiciousness of the local residents.
All the people our educators talked to regard visitors as opportunities to explain a
local history that is either concealed or resented by the local population. But these
seemed to be explanations without special care for their listeners’ understanding.
Conclusions and observations:
Because of the painful and complicated village history, local stories have become
petrified and lost their vitality. The two local storyteller we considered “natural”
were overwhelmed by their own negative emotions and were not able to build a
proper relationship between themselves and the audience – which is a sine-qua-non
condition of good and rewarding storytelling. The other two were so focused on
showing their distance from the locals that it made their stories less valuable and
not necessarily “local”. This makes it difficult, or even impossible without great
effort and additional resources, to use local, natural storytelling for education and
to increase motivation to learn. Even if our visit increased the self-esteem of the
storytellers and the importance of their storytelling, it fixated them on their
(resented) positions rather than encouraging them to move ahead.
If we want to use local storytelling and storytellers as a kind of effective
educational/motivation means, we have to make sure that storytellers are still in
positive relations with their local community, that the stories are vital and refer in
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positive ways to the past and present and that willingness to talk is more or less
the same as willingness to listen.
The special relationships which develop between stories and objects are worth
mentioning. Objects without stories just become old junk, and stories use objects
to be firmly anchored in reality.
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Form, time, place:
There were three different workshops, each run by an experienced craftsman,
focused on
three different crafts. The workshops were organised on the occasion of Folk Art
and Craft Festivals, in villages in Tatra Mountains region from mid-April to July.
Each workshop lasted for about three hours and was organised in a different
village.
Target group, goals:
The workshops were addressed to adults who were interesting in folk art and craft
and might/could use them for different purposes, both professional and private.
The workshops goals were as follows:
to encourage participants to start learning folk art and craft,
to demonstrate different benefits which may be brought by mastering
folk art and craft in professional and personal development, and also as a
method of increasing quality of life on individual, family and social levels,
to present craftsmen’s life-stories as a kind of patterns, good examples
which may be followed,
to present autobiographical storytelling and folk art and craft as useful
tool and content for occupational therapy
to test motivating and teaching methods based on storytelling,
to increase interest of the local community in folk art and craft
cultivating.
Participants and recruitment:
The workshops participants we have invited came mostly from 4 social groups,
and were:
1)

adults who had lost employment and were interested to requalifying in
the field of folk crafts,

2)

seniors, clients of welfare homes who look for new ways of selfrealization and want to improve the quality of their lives,
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3)

disabled people (with minor disabilities which allow them to manage the
basic activities at making crafts, mainly work with clay),

4)

occupational therapists from welfare homes.

The recruitment (or rather invitations) went through our very rich, private and
professional contacts. It helped us to make sure that the mentioned 4 social
groups would be represented.
The workshop leaders were professional, very experienced craftsmen – longstanding participants of our Folk Art and Craft Festivals – whom we know of their
high social skills and interesting life-stories. They were also (from time to time)
trainers of folk craft.
Methodology and performance:
The main workshop methodology was telling life-stories which described and
illustrated development and personal involvement of each craftsmen and explained
how it occurred that they had become craftsmen.
The first story was about a potter who was in the third generation of pottery
makers. His grandfather and
father were potters, so he
could observe their work
from early childhood, and
not only learn from them but
also absorb their love and
passion for the craft. It
was a story about family
tradition continuation and its
benefits.
The second story was about a
man who was a very talented and successful computer scientist. He bought an old
house with a blacksmith workshop and he got interested in smithery, started to
learn this craft and by this found his life’s passion. It was a story about an
accidental event which redirected the course of someone’s life.
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The third story was about the women-ceramist and the
male-blacksmith who got married and joined their
crafts. They started to create together very
unusual objects – a combination of iron and
ceramics. It was a story about successful joining
of two different crafts and weaving them into
family life.
The stories showed the process of learning
craft with all its ups and downs. There were
also “stories of success” and by this were able
to arouse and increase motivation to learn
crafts.
During

the

workshops,

leading

craftsmen

demonstrated also their skills and explained the
working procedures. They

brought and showed

their products, photos and videos (mostly those
which illustrated the creation process).
The workshops were also meant as a kind of introduction, encouraging, motivating
activities which might be (and should be) continued in a form of regular craft
workshops and courses.
Conclusions and observations:
The reaction from the workshop participants to introducing storytelling as a main
workshop methodology was very positive. We could observe it during the course of
the workshop; the participants were actively involved, they asked interesting,
meaningful questions related to both the craft itself and the craftsmen’s lifestories. The craftsmen - workshop leaders - were well- prepared and they reacted
to every input from the learners in a natural and professional manner. Special
attention and care were given to the older and disabled participants and their
questions and problems. The craftsmen seemed to understand them well.
During informal interviews - free conversations with workshop participants - that
we had after each class, we noticed deep interest in stories presented by the
craftsmen. The stories were real and unique, so the knowledge provided by them
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was not abstract and dry but vibrant, evocative, appealing and easier to remember.
In addition, an intimate relationship between storytellers and their audience,
which is born during good storytelling, affected the workshop atmosphere making
it warm and friendly.
When we compare the quality of workshops we had organised before to the ones
with the use of storytelling, we can certainly state that storytelling has enlivened
the workshops, has increased the interest of participants and their more active
involvement. We found very important that using life-stories as an educational
means provides not only easy-assimilated knowledge, but also ideas for life,
patterns, genuine good examples which – in our and our participants’ opinions – are
very precious for people seeking ways to improve both their professional and
personal lives.
Folk art and craft are very specific subjects to learn. Sometimes they are gifts,
talents waiting for awakening. Being a folk craftsmen is not only a profession but
also a kind of mission. Folk art and craft comprise a lot of values that are not only
artistic, but also national, historical and personal. That’s why storytelling, which
may include the same values, matches them best.
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Introduction
A lot of customs and traditions which had been in the past an inseparable part of
life for our forefathers are for us unimaginable nowadays, and the present
generation would hardly respect them. However, maintaining and keeping of them is
very important, because it gives us at least a little idea about lives of our
ancestors. It shows us their culture, songs, customs, dances. The representatives
of promotion of these customs are proprietors of folk traditions.
This activity is one of the important activities of civic association Traditional Folk
and Art Crafts. The proprietors of folk traditions, their originality and creativity
are the basic pillar of promotion of folk culture in all its forms in our events. We
have organized international meetings of folk craftsmen for ten years and it gives
us the space for being specialist in this issue and to search for proprietors of folk
traditions
Within our activities we have focused on searching for proprietors of folk
traditions in area of folk crafts and folk songs .

Target group, goals:
The activity objectives were:
searching, documentation and presentation of traditional forms of folk
songs and crafts
presenting traditional folk culture, its meaning and importance to the local
and wider community
testing applied

storytelling (e.g.

interviews based on storytelling

methodology) as a toll for increasing interest in traditional folk culture and
encouraging original, grassroots craftsmen and folk artists to develop their
art and skills
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The proprietors of folk traditions we looked for were:
craftsmen, folk and song groups which develop their craft and arts activity
in Slovakia
folk craftsmen involved in traditional crafts which they have learnt from an
important craftsman, or/and family members
folk craftsmen, folklore and singing groups which present their work during
local events
fold craftsmen and artists who have established their activity on the
cultural customs of their region (folk songs, dance from the region where
they work)

Activity descriptions:
We performed

searching and meetings with proprietors of folk traditions

between February and June 2018.
The activity preparation was performed in four areas:
1.

specifying the kind of folk crafts, which master-craftsmen are suitable as
the proprietors of folk traditions.

2.

specifying the crafts, which are typical for particular Slovak regions (for
example Kysuce- tinker, Horehronie- wood carving, region of Modra and
Pezinok- pottery, west Slovakia-lace maker, Orava-weaving....etc.)

3.

cooperation with volunteers involved in our organisation, who are active in
chosen parts of Slovakia and know the craftsmen in their regions.

4. cooperation with workers of National Education Centre in Bratislava-

experts in folk culture and folklore.
We organised

20 meetings with the proprietors of folk traditions within five

months. We have chosen the

proprietors representing two categories:

folk

crafts and folk singing.
The main methodology we used, as a way of communication and inquiring, was
exchanging personal stories. We always started with “our story” , which depended
on the person who led the activity; it was a personal story how he/she become a
craftsmen, a volunteer, an organisation activist, together with a story about our
organisation and its mission with a special emphasis on describing our folk craft
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and art festivals. Then the leader encouraged the people he/she interviewed, to
present their stories, especially about their craft, its history and specificity and
about the actions their undertake to promote and present their skills and work.
Then we exchanged our opinions and

examples, in a form of short stories, on

importance of cultivating folk art and crafts, the best ways of doing this, our
problems and successes.
We have focused on talking, mapping and documenting, and taking photos from
these meetings. We have invited the proprietors of folk traditions to our meetings
of folk craftsmen as we consider them to be the most important craftsmen and they are an
inseparable part of the cultural programme on the festivals.
The people we found :
Anna Kubalova, Mária Pallesichová - the lace makers from village Šoporňa (West
Slovakia)

In this village is very active Club of
stick. The lace makers from this
Club are well known for their work
in the region of Trnava and in the
west Slovakia.
The lace from Šoporňa is one of
the most famous laces in region of
Slovakia. In the past these laces
were used especially on the folk
costumes and folk costume caps. For the lace is characteristic its colourfulness.
They use colours: blue, white, red, black with gold thread. The lace from Šoporňa
is made on a blank cylinder.
We organised

four meetings with the best skilled lace makers of Club- Anna

Kubalova and Maria Pallesichova. They have showed us bobbin and basic working
procedure. The inspiration for them were lace from Irena Janicova, who she died
in 2016 and was the founder of the Club and the most famous lace maker in
Šoporňa. Both lace makers are active members of Club of thumb stick lace in
Šoporňa. They have been making lace for about 20 years.
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Anna and Maria have exhibited in lace festivals in Bratislava, Galanta, Sereď, Nova
Dubnica, Šoporňa, Pag-Croatia.

Ružena Matúšková – maker of Easter eggs from Banská Bystrica (central
Slovakia).
Ružena has performed the craft for
about

25

years.

She

applies

two

techniques: wax decoration and drilling
of

eggs.

She

has

participated

in

exhibitions in Slovakia and abroad.
Peter Ročkai – blacksmith from Doľany.
He has performed this crafts since 2005.
His teachers were Eduard Gecler and Roman

Kral. His

interest started when he bought an old house with the blacksmith's shop.
Juraj Maco-potter.
He lives and works in Bratislava. He studied in Modra – an important town for
pottery. He is a master of folk art.
Jozef Mikulášek- maker of the typical Slovak musical instrument - fujara (Slovak
overtone flute).
His teacher was Jozef Šulik, well known fujara maker from Hlohovec.
In the village Drahovce we have visited the oldest singer of folk songs from their
region- Magdalena Kravarikova. She is a member of singing group Kolovratok, and
together with her colleagues sing old original songs from region Drahovce.
The group Kolovratok has about 25 members, they are mostly seniors. We have
organised a few meetings with them and they told us about old songs and old
habits in the village Drahovce. This group has a memorial room. Here are very
interesting things, costumes, furniture, etc.
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Conclusions
Telling and exchanging personal stories turned out to be best way to earn the
trust of locals, to encourage people to help us in our searching and also to start
and maintain good and friendly relationship with the craftsmen we were searching
for. The storytelling helps us to find a common ground

with our interlocutors

and to overcome barriers caused by difference in age, level of education and social
background. Also information transferring e.g about our folk festivals was easier
through stories.
Exchanging short stories about the issues which concerned all interested parties;
folk craft, its importance, the present and the future, we, in a way, had create one
team, working for a common goal, ready for the new challenges.
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Introduction
The leader of the Birzi group Ms Kristine Pazuha is the leader of the local
NGO, a member organization of our association. The organization is interested in
the issues of involving people of different generations in social and cultural
activities in their village. They chose the topic “Family and Upbringing” for
testing storytelling application methods. The group leader invited the
organization members to take part in the workshops. There were 8 participants
in the group. Before the workshops the project coordinator introduced the
leader of the group to the basic ideas of the project, as well as to the tasks to
be performed during the workshops. The group leader was offered
methodological material containing different activities to be tested during the
meetings. After finishing the workshops, the group leader summarized the
acquired experience and gave practical conclusions and observations for
improving the procedure of the tested activities.

“I started my work with the group
with a great interest. It was important
to me to listen to our people, to what
and, especially, how they are telling. I
saw that the participants got closer to
each other. Closer to me, too. The
storytelling
activities
helped
in
reaching this. Everybody has a rich
experience. We could learn from each
other while listening to the stories and
opinions. Storytelling is like a treasure
box – on opening it one can find
values.” Kristine Pazuha
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Description of the activity
At the beginning participants read the story:
„Once there was a mighty magician who had performed great deeds defeated dragons and liberated princesses, both raised and destroyed
kingdoms. In a word, he had saved the world more than once – the
way a mighty magician should do. When the magician got well
advanced in years, he spent much time thinking hard. What is the
greatest miracle that I have ever experienced? He had been thinking
and thinking but still he could not name his greatest miracle. Then one
stormy night he recalled the time when he was young. The time when
he even did not dream of becoming a magician. So one stormy night
countless years ago his Granny woke him up saying, “Look, give me a
hand – Agnese is delivering a baby!” The youngster knew Agnese well.
The girl was his age, they had spent much time together grazing the
cattle and making hay. But now it was different. Agnese`s husband
had gone far away to earn their living. There was nobody in the
neighbourhood except the young magician and his Grany to help her.
The night seemed to be endless, it was pouring and he was trembling
outside the hut as there was nobody to let him in, of course. When a
new day was dawning, he heard a weak voice of the tired Granny,
“Come quickly, take the baby!” The young magician (actually not yet)
felt confused when he was handed a fragile bundle with a tiny, red
and wrinkled face looking at him. The toothless mouth suddenly
opened to give out a high-pitched cry ... and he was overwhelmed with
an endless admiration filled with love. He had never undergone a
similar admiration. At last the old magician realized – that was the
greatest miracle he had ever experienced.”
Then everybody commented on it, expressing their ideas.
The participants get the cards with quotes on emotions, read the quotes and
then dwell on them.
The participants were distributed
pictures of babies. We were
sharing our impressions when
taking up a baby on our
hands.
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Each participant chooses a quote on upbringing, relations and communication in
the family. We discuss and share our experience in:
- bringing our children up;
- the communication of our children with their peers;
- the relations of the children with their parents and grandparents, adults.
Pictures showing people, animals and insects hugging are distributed to the
participants. A discussion about hugs – how often we usually hug each other. We
hugged each other. What emotions and feelings did we experience? How
important is it for strengthening the relations among the family members –
among parents and children, wife and husband.
Conclusions and observations:
1.
2.
3.
4.
5.
6.
7.

Three participants were willing to express their view, the others
refrained.
As the quotes or sayings were written on cards, the participants found it
easier to dwell on the particular topic.
It is much easier to start a discussion if there is a corresponding picture
in our hands.
The participants get involved in the talk when commenting the quotes
mentioning their pros and cons, giving arguments.
The participants were encouraged to think about and discuss the
importance and necessity of hugs in our life.
No worry if some participants prefer saying nothing in the beginning of
the meeting. Do not make any comments.
Visual material – cards, pictures, quotes – are very necessary. They should
be prepared before the meeting.

Stories of the participants
“It seems to me that children, coming from strong, friendly and happy
families, can usually make strong and happy families of their own
much easier.
There are traditions in our family that we respect and carry on. For
instance, we celebrate birthdays and namedays at a nicely laid table,
both seniors and youngsters sitting together. In such a way the
younger ones see that they are as important as the old ones and they
can learn how to receive guests.
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Grannies and granddads play an important role in upbringing the
children. The kids usually wait for the fairy tales told by Granny. It is
a special fairy tale ritual.
There is one more family tradition – going to the forest to get a
Christmas tree. We go together with the children to find the nicest firtree, usually a big one – up to the ceiling. Under the Christmas tree the
children usually find some sweets, put there by some good dwarf.
Every year we change the Christmas tree decorations. We make them
ourselves.
We come together also to celebrate the Midsummer Night - our
national holiday Jani. We have a bonfire, spend the evening and night
singing and dancing, staying up till the sunrise. We perform different
rituals. We live in the countryside and our children take part in many
kinds of country work all the year round. They get involved in
preparing wood for winter, sowing, planting and weeding, making
hay, picking berries and making jams, tidying the rooms. We work
and have fun together!”

“We were 3 children in the family. Every morning started very early.
We discussed everything at the breakfast table. There were no mobile
phones at that time. Everything had to be discussed in the morning.
And our parents trusted us. In the family we learned to love and take
care of each other, to help and support each other, to share joy and
grief. To share clothes and toys.
In the summer we worked in the garden and groomed the domestic
animals.
We earned some money by weeding very, very long furrows of sugar
beets on the local state farm. In the autumn we had to pull them out
and clean them to be taken away to the sugar factory.
The busiest time in the summer was the haymaking time. They are the
sweetest memories I have. I was allowed to work on a special horsedriven haymaking machine. I loved the lunch we all had directly in
the meadow. On a hot summer day the cold birch juice from our cellar
was such a treat!
It was such an advantage that I was brought up at home and was
present at all the events.
Of course, in the kindergarten children learn lots of useful things. I am
sure that every child needs Mummy, especially at an early age.”
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Introduction
The leader of the Kaldabruna group Ms Solvita Kukle is a member of the local
NGO “Watermarks”, a member organization of our association. Nature is the
leading topic for the traditional activities of the NGO – they have set up their
Meadow Museum and they are famous for holding their annual festival of making
hay designs.
The group consisted of 10 participants – the organization members and villagers.
The group leader was offered methodological material containing different
activities on the chosen topic. The activities had to be tested during the
meetings. After finishing the workshops, the group leader summarized the
acquired experience giving the conclusions and observations for improving the
procedure of the tested activities. Some of the stories of the participants are
added, too.
“Stories are our treasure. They are inside us waiting for the proper
time to be discovered. Thanks to the present project several pieces of
this treasure have come to the surface – the stories have started their
way. At the meetings the time passed
very quickly – the participants enjoyed
being together, the offered activities
allowing them to

The tasks of the

different storytelling activities served as
a kind of a push for the participants to
share their knowledge and experience
connected with nature. The activities
proved to be an effective assistant in
getting real pieces of treasure - their
stories - out of the people. It is only the
beginning as stories are endless – they
live while there is somebody eager to
listen to them.”

Solvita Kukle
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Activities descriptions
“The Table”
It is a good activity for starting a set of workshops due to the specific
character of the target group, moreover, the closed nature of Latvians - these
people are unlikely to come to the meeting to learn, to get educated or to fill in a
questioner for a survey. But they are sure to come to have a chance to talk, to
share their opinions and life experience. And the best talks usually take place at
the table. Anywhere - all over Europe!
Before the workshop the group leader should:


to plan “the composition” of the table depending on the theme and to
prepare for the development of the talk;



to inform the group members about the thing/product to be brought to
the first meeting, but not disclosing - what for! (Everybody brings
something – direct participation; the aim is unknown- an intrigue, arousing
additional interest);



to arrange the room, the table so that the participants can see each other
well. If necessary, to prepare some additional food.

The participants lay the table, arrange the things and choose their seats at the
table. The meeting starts with the introducing circle, but everybody introduces
not only himself/herself but also the thing/product he/she has brought. It is the
first story. The group leader encourages the participants not to limit themselves
to a couple of words.
Then the group was given
another task – everybody
goes outside and finds
some plant. This done, the
group returned to the
table
inside.
Next
everybody had to introduce
his/her chosen plant and
answer the questions –
Why was chosen just that
plant? Was the choice
prompted by any reason, story
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or memories? As expected, the choice of the plant had not been accidental. Be
it peppermint, blossoms of a lime-tree or a daisy – any plant had some special
reason for having been chosen. For somebody they were memories from the
childhood, for another one – some traditions connected with the chosen plant.
Telling the stories and listening to them makes the people sitting round the
table feel closer. At the end the plants were used for making a common table
decoration enriching the atmosphere of the following activities.
Observations
The activity favours the process of the participants getting to know each
other better as soon as they share not only their knowledge, but also their
personal stories.
2. The chosen plant tells a lot about the person. The participants can ask more
personal questions connected with the plant, encouraging to start a story.
1.

Stories of the participants
“Take 9 leaves of a lime-tree, press them among the leaves of a book
and leave them there until they are dry. Afterwards, they can be
pressed to the painful spot to take away the pain (for instance, an
ear).”
“The plant of a lovage has a smell from the childhood. It used to grow
behind the window. Whenever the floor
was washed, we had to cut it into
pieces and throw then on the
clean floor to prevent us from
different pests. It was a kind of a
holy thing. That is why even
now for me summers smell of
lovage. It is a gift from nature.
No sprays are needed, only
pieces of lovage. First look for
help in the nature not in the
shopwindow!”
“Bent-grass looks nice and fragile. It heals mentally and, if you are
thirsty, you can get some drops of water that accumulate on the tops
of the grass. I have a child with special needs. When he gets nervous, I
use to send him to the meadow to fetch me some bent-grass. And he
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calms down. In case of some misfortune or hardships at home, we go to
the meadow to pick bent-grass. A kind of a prayer. On coming home,
everything has already settled down.
A plant that makes the
balance.”
“Only the plants that are necessary for the inmates of the house
usually grow around it. For instance, when Mummy was alive, we
had lots of greater celandine all around the house. After Mummy had
passed away, they simply disappeared.”
“The apple”
Every participant receive 2 cards – one with a description of an apple, the other
– with a picture of an apple. The leader brings cards, as well – an apple for each
participant. The main leader`s task – to get ready for the discussion.
The cards are distributed - every participant gets both kinds of them. The
apples remain in the basket. The cards are disclosed gradually – first, by
touching them. The conclusion is – when only touching, the text and the picture
are absolutely identical. Then the text on one of the cards is disclosed – a
participant reads it. The picture cards follow – the next participant describes
what he/she sees in the card. If necessary, the group leader adds to the
description. The question: Did you get any additional information from the
picture, anything that was missing in the text? Is the idea about the object
more complete? The next step – every participant gets an apple. Now everybody
should speak telling what information one can get about an object from the text,
picture and the object itself – what senses are involved additionally? Touch,
smell and taste. Observe – the shades of the colour, the different forms. Is it
possible to guess where an apple comes from?
While carrying out the activities, some minor changes were introduced. It was
made appropriate for the following discussions – instead of an apple some healing
plants from a meadow were chosen. Before the activity cards were prepared
with a picture of a plant on one side and the description of its healing features
on the other side.
Each participant received several cards, studied the pictures to make the first
judgement. Then he/she read aloud the description on the card, making some
comments on the text, adding the personal experience, of using the plant on a
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medical purpose. After that the group members joined in with their stories
about the particular plant.
The group came to the
conclusion that they had
got majority knowledge of
the plants and their healing
power not from school, but
thanks to the family
traditions or it had been
inherited
from
the
ancestors.
The participants could compare
the plants on the table with their pictures on the cards. In such a way they
could see which of the senses was dominant in getting the knowledge about the
plants. They differed for different individuals – some got the strongest
impression from the visual appearance of a plant in getting to know it, while
others appreciated the emotions and experience related to the plant. For
somebody else it was namely the smell capable of bringing up memories from the
past.
Observation
The activity is flexible enough to be fitted to different topics for group
meetings. A change of the object allows to draw the desirable conclusions.
Stories of the participants
“After Class 5 we were sent to the local forestry. We were left
unattended. I got up on top of the roof of the hayshed. Getting down
turned out to be more difficult than expected - the roof was too steep. I
started sliding it down on my bottom. Just under the roof there were
lots of nettles. They met me when descending. I was feeling the
consequences of my coming down the roof even after an hour.”
“No shampoo is needed for washing the hair. Materials from nature
are good enough, such as calmies and thistle roots. My Mummy has
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nice hair, it grows very fast, even after regular cutting it. Thanks to
the nature materials.”
“A birch-tree was growing on the bank of the river. It had to be cut
down due to its great age. I was so sad and sorry for it that I was
crying very bitterly.”
“My neighbour has several cats who are used to waiting for their milk
every evening. If they get less, they start screaming, if they get more –
the milk is left over. It is not right. That is why my neighbour leaves
the pail with milk at the cowshed for some time so that the cats can
drink from it as much as they want and then she takes the pail home.”
“A hedgehog had been living by our house for some 5 years. In the
evenings it was usually waiting for some milk. In case the milk came
too late, the hedgehog used to show its dissatisfaction by biting a
passer-by in the leg.”
“In Germany the police and vets were trying to save 2 hedgehogs who
had drunk some egg liquer from a broken bottle that had been left
behind by somebody after the party.”
“A meadwort is a plant that soothes the body. I used to bathe my
daughter in a bath of meadwort so that the muscles would not be so
tightened. The water looked brown. The whole house was smelling of
meadworts.”
“Finish the sentence”
The only book in which every page if full of deep wisdom, is nature.
(Johann Wolfgang von Goethe)

The study group are asked to finish the sentence – the quote is distributed
without its finishing word. Goethe`s idea provokes a discussion – why did he
mention just nature? The activity promotes everybody`s wish to express
his/her own view, as well as points out the importance of the educational theme.
The group was given cards with unfinished sentences letting the participants put
down their versions of the ending, thus expressing their own ideas on the topic.
Actually, not all the ideas fit the investigate result. In the majority of cases the
words like life and nature were mentioned, but also words, such as
encyclopaedia, history book, heart and soul. It revealed the differences in the
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perception and thinking of the participants. After having disclosed the right
finishing word the participants got engaged in a discussion on the importance of
nature and nature as a mighty source of information. The conclusion – nature
prompts us everything. It should be investigated to understand its prompts. The
participants started sharing their own experience on the cases of observing the
prompts of nature, for example, the signs of predicting the weather.
Observations
The activity favours leading the group to the desirable conclusions about
the importance of nature.
2. The quote should be distributed on sheets of paper so that each
participant first can put down the personal ideas and comments and only
then they read them aloud, otherwise those who not so active and open by
their nature could adjust their ideas to the already heard ones without
getting really involved in the activity themselves.
1.

Stories of the participants
“Some people worry whether it is going to rain or not, but we should
fully rely on whatever comes. We should accept the world the way it
is. You cannot change it. Everything happens the way God decides.”

“An emotional story”
It reveals the significance of the theme – why should we learn more about
nature? How will this knowledge change our life?
Part I.
“Last spring came with the swiftness and brightness the people, who
live in the Northern part of Europe, are so used to – the snow
disappeared in a day or two, in the evenings the air was full of the
unmistakable smell of the earth in spring...”
The group listened to a story. Then the participants shared their ideas about
the story, followed by questions whether anybody had ever come across similar
experience and whether there are any nature friendly methods we can apply in
our everyday life. It turned out that there really exist such methods and some
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of the participants even apply them., such as using sand, ashes or soda for
making the cleaning of dirty pots or frying-pans more effective.
Observation
The activity is both an emotional experience story and a prompt for the
participants to start sharing their experience thus making the feel closer to
each other and providing some new knowledge about nature friendly methods.
This leads to realizing how much we can learn from each other.
Stories of the participants
“For cleaning home I apply sand and ashes. They are effective enough
and they are not harmful to nature. Soda or ctric acid are also
suitable.”
Part II.

“The Laucini family had a small farm – some wet meadows, a stretch

of bushes and a garden. It was enough as both grown-ups worked in
town and Granny took care of the hens, sheep, dog and cats. The
children were happy to have them...”
The story was read to the group. The participants shared their impressions,
afterwards the experience stories followed. It turned out that majority of the
participants had similar experience. They suffer from the harmful influence
from the activities of the neighbouring farmers, mainly from using different
herbicides. A participant shared his experience of getting on with intensive
farming nearby – the farmers inform him about the time of the planned
application of the herbicides to the fields so that the family can move away
from home at that time. Yet it does not prevent the environment and people
from the damaging influence of the applied herbicides, even by drinking herbal
tea or eating bread. The story promoted sharing experience on applying nature
friendly methods in their households.
Observation
The activity presents not only an emotional experience story, but it also
encourages the participants to share their experience. They make the people
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feel closer to each other. Moreover, they offer new knowledge of nature
friendly methods.
Stories of the participants
“When my grandson was small, he surprised me by saying, “I will not
eat your bread, the farmers apply herbicides on the grain!””
“We have different traditions for celebrating the Summer Solstice. One
thing we do for sure – we usually make a bonfire to burn all the bad
things that have accumulated during the year. I have vivid memories
from my childhood.
Every year our family comes together for the celebration. Our
relatives join us, too. During the day we prepare everything so that in
the evening we can start the celebration. As soon as dusk sets in, we
make the bonfire in the yard. We throw into the fire the things that
have been protecting us from evil things for the whole year – the Jani
flower wreaths, the flower decorations, the brooms we have been
sweeping the yard with. All these things have been used as decorations
on the walls or they have been serving us in some different way.
Once we put into the fire several brooms. When they started burning,
we were watching the smoke coming up as soon as one can see all the
evil in the smoke. I noticed an
image of a witch in the
smoke. And I was not the
only one to have noticed it
.... I am still having this
image

in

my

memory.

Somebody should have sat
down

on

one

of

those

brooms....”
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At the beginning of the project, the partners exchanged, discussed, and
enriched (by doing additional research and analysis) their experience and
expertise in the specificity of adult learning in rural areas. We identified
common problems of poorly-qualified adults from rural regions when
undertaking any kind of educational activities and we deliberated on the problem
of motivation and the best motivating factors and strategies.
Then the partners started preparations for the pilot activities which would test
their ideas for using storytelling in motivational strategies and increasing
effectiveness in adult education.
The first, and most difficult step,
was to find effective ways to
attract future learners, just to
make them come. To do so, the
partners performed a lot of
diverse actions, mostly based on
storytelling technique.

Some hints on how to do it:
1.

it needs time, patience, flexibility and readiness to understand and accept
situations which seems to be completely incomprehensible

2.

it is necessary to find, get in touch with and make friends with social
groups and local “important people” (formal and informal). – In Poland it
may be the parish priest, the fire brigade, the country women's
association (Koło Gospodyń Wiejskich) or the local shop assistant. It is
also important to learn who is the best source of local information (in
Poland it is usually the local shop assistant or the priest’s housekeeper)
and where the most popular village (in particular informal) gathering
places are

3.

to earn their trust you have to talk to
issues - not about learning, or what you
should find somebody who will introduce
can just try some occasional small talk
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about and buying local products from them. The best and quickest way in
Poland, is to contact the local parish priest and persuade him to help you.
4. if you want to convince people to take part in an education activity, it's

better not to use rational arguments – they are risky. Because you can
offend somebody (by suggesting that they have to learn, you may suggest
that they are stupid), you can be perceived as being patronising,
opinionated or “knowing better”. Last but not least,– what is “rational” for
you, is not necessary (and actually very seldom is) “rational” for your
potential learners.

5. regardless of the kind of activity you plan to organise as your main goal,

you have to start with something which will be accepted by the important
local person; for instance, in one village it was the English course for
beginners that the priest found useful. Or better still, something which
refers to something very local and well known to everyone. For instance, in
one village it was be an art course strictly connected to the local church:
the church was an object, pretext, “material” means, etc. of everything
that was taught during the course. The first activity is very important
because it actually it serves as bait. Once you convince people to come,
everything is in your hands and, acting wisely, you may convert them into
eager learners of almost anything. Whatever you teach, use the
“storytelling approach and language” – direct, (first person), interactive,
showing not describing, constantly referring to local and personal factors,

6.

you have to be aware of the all kind obstacles and problems which prevent
people from learning – one of the most important - made by the language
we use. Words like “education” and “learning” may be misunderstood and
even have very negative connotations from an early, bad school
experience.

7.

the motivation develops
like a chain reaction: if
you convince Mrs X to
come, her friend, Mrs Y
will come too, and next
time she will bring along
Mrs Z. The point is to
find
the
most
appropriate first person
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8.

avoid an approach which shows
“provides” something – it situates
necessary like “outside experts”.
does something together with
something from them.

you as person who “gives”, “offers”,
you on the “outside”. Rural people don’t
It's best if you become someone who
them, shares something, or learns

9.

in everything you do, remember about the social and emotional context you get better results if you give time for drinking coffee together and
“telling stories” about their private issues – even at the expense of the
lesson content

10. try to learn about local social problems – for instance who doesn’t like

whom: This may occur very useful and prevent you from making bad
mistakes

11. try to find out if there are any common village activities (like common

singing, preparing for traditional or church feasts etc.) and if so, what
they are and how and by whom they are organised.

12. remember that one of the best introductions to learning is sharing:

knowledge, skills, passions, emotions but also resources and treats. But
you must be the one who shares/offers first

13. and talk and talk and talk to your potential learners (or their friends) -

about anything, even completely unimportant topics and not connected to
your mission – it is the best way to be directed in the right way.
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Resources
In this chapter we present a selection of resources which may be useful

for

working with storytelling. The selection was made by the project partners and
constitute a set of examples, which may be enlarged

- e.g. by searching

Internet – according to your needs.
There are some examples of traditional elements of national heritage from
partner countries. It is easy to find similar ones in each country. They can be
used in storytelling methodologies and exercises

to make them more appealing,

comprehensible and effective.
We also provide some Internet sources of stories, you can use to find a good
story for your classes. For those who have wider interest in storytelling we
have

prepared some links

to storytellers and storytelling organisations,

projects, events, on partners national but also European level.
Surely you can find similar ones in your country.
The last chapter

presents a short information about EPALE

(Electronic

Platform for Adult Learning in Europe) which is a very useful tool for adult
educators international cooperation.
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Some examples of traditional elements of
national heritage..
From Poland

Person/character:
Wawel Dragon - is a famous dragon in Polish folklore.
His lair was in a cave at the foot of Wawel Hill on
the bank of the Vistula River. He was defeated during
the rule of Krakus, by his sons according to the
earliest account; in a later work, the dragon-slaying
is credited to a cobbler named Skuba.
Pan Twardowski (called the Polish dr Faust) in
Polish folklore and literature, is a sorcerer who
made a deal with the Devil. Pan Twardowski sold his
soul in exchange for special powers – such as
summoning up the spirit of Polish King Sigismund
Augustus' deceased wife – but he eventually met a
tragic fate. The tale of Pan Twardowski exists in various diverging versions and
forms the basis for many works of fiction, including one by Adam Mickiewicz.
The Mermaid of Warsaw is a symbol of Warsaw, represented on the city's coat
of arms and well as in a number of statues and other imagery. There are several
legends about mermaid. The City's literature and tour guides say the mermaid
decided to stay after stopping on a riverbank near the Old Town. Fishermen
noticed something was creating waves, tangling nets, and releasing their fish.
They planned to trap the animal, then heard her singing and fell in love. A rich
merchant trapped and imprisoned the mermaid. Hearing her cries, the fishermen
rescued her. Ever since the mermaid, armed with a sword and a shield, has been
ready to help protect the city and its residents.
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Place
Wawel Castle - a fortified architectural complex erected over many centuries
atop a limestone outcrop on the left bank of the Vistula river in Kraków, Poland,
at an altitude of 228 metres above sea level. The complex consists of many
buildings and fortifications; the largest and best known of these are the Royal
Castle and the Wawel Cathedral (which is the Basilica of St Stanisław and St
Wacław). Some of Wawel's oldest stone buildings, such as the Rotunda of the
Virgin Mary can be dated to 970AD. There are also wooden parts of the complex
which date to about the 9th century. The castle itself has been described as
"one of the most fascinating of all European castles.

Giewont - a mountain massif in the Tatra Mountains of Poland. In Polish folklore
it is associated with a legend about oversleeping knights, who will awake when
Poland is in danger. The profile of the mountains is similar to a lying knight,
wherein the Long Giewont is the knight's torso, and the Great Giewont is the
knight's face as viewed from the side (the three 'peaks' being the chin, the
nose, and the eyebrow). The image of Giewont as viewed from the north (see
below) makes the profile easy to discern.
The Wieliczka Salt Mine located in the town of Wieliczka in southern Poland,
lies within the Kraków metropolitan area. Opened in the 13th century, the mine
produced table salt continuously until 2007, as one of the world's oldest salt
mines in operation. Throughout, the royal mine was run by the Żupy krakowskie
Salt Mines company
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Event
Wianki (Wreaths) is a cyclical cultural event, taking place annually in Kraków at
the bend of Wisła river, near the Wawel hill. The tradition of organising cultural
events at this spot during the summer solstice reaches back a long time. The
festival was primarily a pagan religious event - Noc Kupały. After the adoption of
Christianity by Poland, the tradition did not die, however, its context was
changed: the night's name became "Sobótka", or "Noc Świętojańska" (St. John's
Night). Some elements of the original festival remained, such as telling fortunes,
letting wreaths float on water, jumping over bonfires or burning herbs.
The Lajkonik is one of the unofficial symbols of the city of Kraków, Poland. It is
represented as a bearded man resembling a Tatar in a characteristic pointed
hat, dressed in Mongol attire, with a wooden horse around his waist (hobby
horse). It is the subject of the Lajkonik Festival) that takes place each year on
the first Thursday after the religious holiday of Corpus Christi.
St Andrew Day - 29/30 November in Poland is the day of mysterious parties
with the candles and future telling games, called Andrzejki .There are hundreds
of ideas of how to find out about the future, namely the marriage, lucky or
unlucky

love

and

prosperous or poor

perspectives.

The most popular

practices are wax pouring and shoes competition..

Symbol
Kraków szopka or nativity scene (crib, crèche) is a Christmas tradition
originating from Kraków, Poland. An unusual and characteristic feature of the
szopka is the use of historical buildings of Kraków as backdrop for the Nativity
of Jesus.
The fern flower is a magic flower in Polish mythology. This flower blooms for a
very short time on the eve of the summer solstice The flower brings fortune to
the person who finds it.
Polish pisanki (piski, kraszonki) is a common name for eggs (usually that of a
chicken, although goose or duck eggs are also used) richly ornamented using
various techniques. The word pisanka is derived from the verb 'pisać' which in
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contemporary Polish means exclusively 'to write' yet in old Polish meant also 'to
paint'. Originating as a pagan tradition, pisanki were absorbed by Christianity to
become the traditional Easter egg. Pisanki are now considered to symbolise the
revival of nature and the hope that Christians gain from faith in the
resurrection of Jesus Christ. There are various types of pisanki, based on the
technique and preparation used.
Saying
Wyjść jak Zabłocki na mydle -to make a bad deal - legend says that Zablocki
was dealing with soap, and to avoid paying taxes, when he sent the stock down
the Vistula river, he ordered to put it into chests (which he presumed would be
tight enough) and throwed into water. Since the chests weren't tight enough the
soap dissolved, and he lost whole stock.
Pokazac gdzie raki zimują

Showing one where the crayfish spend the winter.

Be about punishing someone.
Gdzie diabeł nie może tam babe pośle - Where the Devil cannot go himself, he
sends a woman

from Slovakia:

Person/character:
Juraj Jánošík the folk hero, outlaw who "took
from the rich and gave to the poor"He was born
in Terchová in 1688. He came from a poor family,
and he worked from the childhood with his
parents on the estate which belonged to the earl
Jakub Lowenburg. As

18years old he was

recruited to the soldiery of

Franz II. Rákoci,

from where he fled, but he was caught by the
imperial mercenaries and imprisoned. He escaped
from jail with other soldiers and they formed the
armed squad under the leadership by Jánošík.
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Together they robbed merchants and gentry in the regions He was tricked and
caught in 1713 and sentenced to death by hanging on a hook.. He was only 25
years old.Shortly after his death, Jánošík became a legend any person, who
took from the rich and gave to the poor. People's fantasy gave him fairy-tale
features, miraculous power, courage and courageous deeds. He has become the
hero of many folk songs and fairy tales.
Place
Village Východná is situated in the north of Slovakia. The folklor festival takes
place here every year. It is the most famous and oldest folklore festival in
Slovakia. In the year 2017 took place the 63 year. Folklore Festival Východná is
most extensive international festival with international participation in the
country and the highlight of the traditional folk culture and its folklore
manifestations.
groups,

1400 interprets- folk

ensembles,

children's

ensembles, folk music, singing groups,
soloists

of

musicians

and

dancers

perform here.The folk craftsmen are a
very important and welcome part of the
festival.
The Devin Castle is located about 10 km from the Bratislava Castle. It is a quiet
place with beautiful nature. The Devin Castle is located on the confluence of the
Danube and the Morava rivers. This good location lured already of the Kelts.
They founded here a large fort . The Devin Castle

recorded the greatest

importance during the time of the Great Moravian Empire. The princes of Great
Moravia resided here the system of defenses. The castle was not so important
after the demise of the Great Moravia. A stone castle was built here. The
medieval castle was a royal property between the 13th and 15th centuries. The
important personalities resided here . In the 19th century Devín Castle became
the important symbol of our history. Since 1961 it has been a national cultural
monument.
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Krivaň is not the highest but certainly the most famous hill of Slovakia. It is
situated in the High Tatra Mountains and it is 2494 meters high.
Its silhouette with a strikingly curved peak, which is also named (from the word
"wry"), has attracted the attention of poets, painters and ordinary people from
ancient times. Krivan is literally repaired by legends. In the past, has been a
symbol of strengthening the
national
massive

identity.
shield

became

Its
a

symbol of Slovak national
awareness and in 2005 it was
decided to be displayed also
on the back side of Slovak
eurocoins

with

a

nominal

value of 1, 2 and 5 cents.

Event
The Slovak National Uprising or the SNP was an armed uprising of the Slovak
domestic resistance during the Second World War against the entry of the
German Wehrmacht into the territory of the Slovak Republic. It began on the
29 August 1944 as a defense against the German occupation forces, and was
indirectly an attack against the authoritarian government headed by Joseph Tiso
as well as an attempt to be on the side of the winning allied powers of the
Second World War. The centre of the uprising was Banská Bystrica. The German
troops defeated the rebel army, and on the night of 27-28 October 1944, part
of its units started a partisan way of fighting. Querrillas continued their fight
against the Nazis until the liberation of the country by the Soviet, Romanian and
Czechoslovak troops in the spring of 1945.
Saying
Čo nás nezabije, to nás posilní
Everything what doesn´t kill us, makes us stronger
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from Latvia
Person/character:
Lāčplēsis – a hero with the ears of a bear. There are
two versions of his origin – either he has been
nursed up by a she-bear or he is a son of a human
and a bear.
Kurbad – a hero nursed up by a mare/ a son of a
human and a horse.
They perform their deeds thanks to both their human strength and the
strength of the nature.
Antinsh - father`s third son– usually he is the youngest, often really the third
one, who is considered to be a nitwit and a naif. Nevertheless, he becomes a
hero – saves the princess, his land and so on.
Place
The Daugava- Latvia`s longest and most important river. In our folk songs and
tales the notion “beyond the Daugava” has the meaning of “being far away, in
distant countries”, also meaning “the world of the silent majority”.
Riga, the towers of Riga- the capital of Latvia. Not
only in our folk songs and tales, but also nowadays
Riga is associated with the place where important
things happen and important decisions are made”.
In the folklore Riga is especially distant, remote
from the everyday life of the rest of the country.
Event
Digging the Daugava – it is depicted in many tales and legends. Animals and
birds take part in the digging. Those who have not taken part in it are sure to
face an especially unhappy fate. A golden oriole is one of them– she is allowed to
drink only the dew or rain water but not from any natural water basin.
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The time of the spirits of the dead – the time between September 21 and
November 5 when the spirits of the dead may come to visit the living people.
The calmest time of a year; the spirits are treated to some food in the
thrashing barn and granary, as well as in the living-room. Our dear spirits from
the Kingdome to come – one more specific notion – arrive to see how we are
getting on. There is nothing scary in this, it is the dead spirits` time. It is said
in one of our dainas – “I know this sun (world), I know nothing about the world
beyond this sun.”
Night-watch (of horses at grass) – letting the horses graze at night. In the
Latvian mythology Usinsh is the guardian of horses. Night-watch of horses at
grass is like some travelling that starts when the great strength of spring Usinsh – comes, opening the gates to the grass and to the life in a new summer.
Symbol
Latvian signs (marks). They are not merely
ornaments. They are used in the folklore with
a special meaning and quite a lot of this
knowledge has been maintained up to nowadays.
A

knowing

person

can

read

the

marks

(ornaments) made on the belt, bracelet or crown of a traditional costume
E.g.: Jumis – the mark of fertility, Usinsh – the mark of the light. It is also the
god connected with spring and light. Sun- the symbol of eternal movement and
life. Mara cross - shows, that everything in life have a beginning and the end.
Saying
Landed like a lake from the heavens! – a sudden but anticipated event.
Connected with a legend in which a lake flies in the sky searching for a proper
place to land. A man calls its real name and the lake lands. But it damages the
man`s house and the neighbourhood. The metaphor has got several meanings:
think before you invoke something”; “think well what you really wish – it may
come true!”
When two Sundays come together – never…
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Internet resources
Stories…
There are hundreds of various stories available via Internet and it is not
difficult to find them entering key words in language you need.
http://www.tellatale.eu
the storyteller (Richard Martin) website with a collection of fantastic
stories -

in English and German

https://fairytalez.com
large collection of fairy tales, folk tales, and fables – old and new,
ordered by categories and regions - in English
https://www.bookbub.com/blog/2016/02/04/free-short-storiesonline
27 good short stories – contemporary and classic - in English
http://www.authorama.com
among others: J. Jacobs 3 collections of Fairy Tales: English, Indian
and Celtic, J. Baldwin Greek Stories, R.G Anderson – Half past seven
stories - in English

from Latvia
http://garamantas.lv

From Poland
https://www.bajkowyzakatek.eu
from Slovakia:
https://www.pohadky.org
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Storytellers and storytelling organisations ...
Professional and amateurs, working locally and internationally.
On European level:

Richard Martin – professional storyteller and trainer, tells stories in German
and English

website: http://www.tellatale.eu,

contact: e-mail: tales@tellatale.eu, phone +49 (0) 6151 377 175 -

Nell Phoenix -

London-based professional storyteller, tells stories in English
website: http://www.nellphoenix.co.uk,

contact e-mail: nell.phoenix@blueyonder.co.uk,

Ashley Ramsden - professional storyteller, founder of the School of
Storytelling at Emerson College UK, tells stories in English
website: https://ashleyramsden.com
contact: e-mail: info@ashleyramsden.com, phone + 44 (0) 77389 29 700,

Federation for European Storytelling - http://www.fest-network.eu/
on their website (http://www.fest-network.eu/membership/membersnew/members/) you can find contacts to many European Storytelling
organisations
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from Latvia
Guntis Pakalns

works in the Institute of Literature, Folklore and Art of the

University of Latvia, one of the founders of the storytelling movement in Latvia
contact: e-mail: guntis.pakalns@lulfmi.lv

phone +371 29125869

the Latvian Storytellers` Association - http://stastnieki.mozello.lv/asociacija/
Latvian storytelling network, organises storytelling festivals, events and
projects

from Poland:
Małgorzata Litwinowicz - storyteller , one of the founders of the Polish
storytelling association “Studnia O” website: https://opowiadam.org,
contact: e-mail: gosia.litwinowicz@gmail.com

phone: + 48 501165207,

Studnia O. (The well O.) – http://studnia.org
Polish storytelling association gathering the group of storytellers and
performers organising storytelling events

from Slovakia:
Miloš Kunkel amateur/folk storyteller
contact: e-mail: ludoveremesla@gmail.com, phone: +421 (0)905 759645
Story Nights - https://www.meetup.com/pl-PL/storynights ,
an international storytelling club located in Bratislava
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Storytelling projects
With a lot of useful information and materials
Sheherazade - 1001 stories for Adult Learning“
the Grundtvig Multilateral Project
http://www.sheherazade.eu/
Common Stories of Europe
Grundtvig Learning Partnership Project
http://commonstoriesofeurope.wordpress.com/
Story Regions
the Erasmus+ project
http://www.storyregions.se

Aladdin and the Intergenerational Lamp
the Erasmus+ project
http://www.aladdinproject.eu

Storytelling Festivals:
in Belgium: International Storytelling
Festival - https://www.aldenbiesen.be/en/storytellingcastle/international-storytelling-festival
in Scotland: Scottish International
Storytelling Festival
https://www.sisf.org.uk
in Poland: International Storytelling Festival
https://festiwalopowiadania.org/english-2
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EPALE – what it is and how to use it
EPALE is a multilingual open membership community for teachers, trainers,
researchers, academics, policy makers and anyone else with a professional
role in adult learning across Europe.
EPALE is funded by the European Commission, as the latest development in an
ongoing commitment to improving the quality of adult learning provision in
Europe. It is set up around the sharing of content related to adult learning,
including news, blog posts, resources, and events and courses.
Members of the community can engage with adult learning colleagues across
Europe through the site’s features including online discussion and debate,
communities of practice, rating content and commenting under blog posts. You
can also interact with your peers across Europe through the Thematic Areas
which provide structured content according to topic and by requesting a
collaborative space i.e. a private space within EPALE which allows you to have
discussions, upload documents, share news and highlight relevant events in the
specific group calendar. You can also find projects and make professional
connections using the Partner Search.
How you can get involved with EPALE
EPALE link: https://ec.europa.eu/epale/
EPALE aims to build a unified adult learning community on a national and
European level. When you join EPALE you can communicate with different adult
learning actors such as trainers, policy-makers and volunteers.
As a registered member of EPALE you can discuss ideas and share information
with other people in your country or in Europe, working with your sector. The
platform is perfect for finding partners or sharing experiences and ideas
related to your adult learning project. You are also able to upload and share
events, resources, blog posts and articles (including policy documents and
relevant materials produced by projects) with others throughout Europe. To
ensure that the information available on the site is of high quality, checks are
carried out on content submitted by users prior to publication. All users are
notified when/if their content is published.
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How is EPALE different from other adult learning information sites?
EPALE is a virtual meeting place for adult learning practitioners and
organisations at European level. The site has a number of unique features:
Open membership
Multilingual content including best practices, news, policy developments,
blog posts, events and resources
A searchable pan-European calendar of courses and events of interest to
adult learning professionals
User-led content
The option for users to identify, rate and share interesting and relevant
materials, tools and resources
A Partner Search Tool, allowing you to find other EPALE users who are
interested in pan European collaboration
Communities of Practice
Pan-European user profiles to make links and identify key stakeholders
and community members or counterparts in other countries.
Collaborative Spaces

Register to become an EPALE member
In order to make full use of all the EPALE features like the Partner Search and
User Directory, participating in our interactive features such as discussions,
polls and rating content; and suggesting and uploading news items, events, blog
posts and resource, you will need to register. It’s quick and easy to do and is
free of charge.
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